CONVEYOR BELT SCALE

WALZ Conveyor Belt Scales are custom-integrated to suit your unique application. From logistics and warehousing to mining and industrial applications, WALZ provides conveyor belt scales for a wide range of needs.

SPECS

WM100 BELT SCALE SYSTEM

- High accuracy belt scale
- Typical accuracy +/- 1%
- Kit includes weight terminal, belt weighing frame, belt speed sensor & fittings
- Simple installation process
- AC or DC power
- Designed for heavy-duty industrial use
- Works with virtually all belt conveyors
CONVEYOR BELT SCALE

STATIONARY PLANTS
- Accurate, repeatable tracking of product totals and ratios
- High resolution weighing of all products
- The patented self-aligning weighbridge accurately measures the force of material

PORTABLE PLANTS
- Uniquely suited for all portable applications
- Modular design allows for installation on virtually any style conveyor
- Automatic angle compensation eliminates the need for recalibration

CATENARY IDLER APPLICATIONS
- Easy installation and repeatable performance
- Accurate weighing on catenary style idlers
- Automatic angle compensation eliminates error

LOAD-OUT
- High accuracy at all flow rates
- Includes flow rates of up to 10,000 tons per hour
- Built-in load-out controls provide automated cutoff at user defined load amounts
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